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SPRING/SUMMER HAIR TIPS AND
TRICKS FROM ROMAN K

Spring is here and Summer is so close that we can feel it (especially in our hair), which means it’s time

to change up our hairstyles for the season. And although these seasons come with much better temperatures, that doesn’t always coincide with our hair. From rainy days to hot beach humidity, hair can
be challenging to upkeep while enduring the rapid Spring/Summer weather changes. Roman Kusayev,
one of NYC’s top stylists and owner of Roman K Salon, knows all the perfect tips, trends, and prod ucts to keep your hair on-point this season. He shares the hottest styles for any
type of weather, quick styles during a
weekend getaway, tips on how to protect
your hair from the sun, and exactly which
product(s) will help maintain each look
throughout the warm-weathered days and
nights.

1. TIP & TREND:
RAINY DAY HAIR STYLES
The slicked back pony – Keep your hair
tamed and avoid the rainy day frizz with
your hair pulled out of your face, and in a
sleek pony.

PRODUCT TO USE: Detail Master

by Shu Uemura or Kerastase Laque Noir
Anti-humidity spray

2. SIDE SWEPT BRAID OR
DOUBLE BRAIDS
Give your rainy-day hair a unique
“twist” with either of these braid
styles to keep it tamed and last all
day!

3.TREND: NATURAL BEACH LOOKS
Just in time for Summer, Roman
teaches us how to perfect the natural beach wave to give your summer hair a laid-back and effortless
vibe – Here’s how you can do it at
home, without having to go to the
beach at all!
Split the hair in 4 sections, apply product evenly throughout,
scrunching it and letting it dry naturally. Best results achieved with a
fresh layered haircut.

PRODUCT TO USE: Kaze Wave and
Satin Design by Shu Uemura

4.TIP: HAIRSTYLE TO TAKE YOU
FROM THE BEACH TO THE BAR
Don’t have a lot of glam time to get ready for
dinner after a long day at the beach? Roman
gives a great tip for you to maintain those
natural beach waves while on-the-go this
summer!
After you have the natural wave from spending a day at the beach, simply use a curling
iron with a straight barrel to go over the hair,
utilizing the natural texture to enhance the
waves.

PRODUCT TO USE: Texture Wave Spray

by Shu Uemura

5.TREND: EASY HAIRSTYLE(S) TO DO ON-THE-GO DURING A WEEKEND
GET AWAY
Need some quick and trendy hairstyles to throw together during a weekend getaway trip?
Here are a few trends this season that are perfect for any occasion!
- Tousled top knot
- Headband tuck
- Sleek back braided bun

